
  24 November 1941 He111H-5 Wn.3894           F8+ES 8/KG40

Gwavas Farm, Sithney, near Helston, Cornwall. 18.15 hrs. 

Took off from Rennes aerodrome at 13.30 hrs accompanied by two other aircraft [F8+GS & F8+CT] 
to look for a convoy that had been reported in the Bristol Channel. While off Lands End a signal was 
received that a night fighter was in the area, so the pilot made for Carnsmore Point, Ireland, as the 
sky was clear apart from a thin layer of cloud. En-route the crew spotted a steamer that they decided 
to attack. While attacking the S.S. Great Western, of 1,700 tons, twenty-seven miles west of Bishop’s 
Rock at 1,000 ft it was hit in the port engine radiator by AA fire from the ship. The pilot made for home, 
but the engine cut out. The observer claimed to have silenced the ship’s AA guns with his return fire. 
Having thrown everything detachable out of the aircraft, including the guns, ammunition and armour 
plate the crew, thinking they were over France and having spotted a lighthouse and a railway bridge that 
resembled those near Brest, decided to land. Realising too late the pilot was no longer able to keep the 
aircraft in the air and he was forced to make a belly landing in a field, before crashing into a wall and 
the pilot fainted. The difficulty in extracting the pilot and the arrival of ‘civilians with rifles’ prevented 
the rest of the crew from setting fire to the aircraft.
Markings: E in black, outlined in red. Airframe constructed by Heinkel F.W. Rostock, 8 January 1941. 
Call sign KJ+CJ.
Engines: Jumo 211 H-1. Starboard engine was marked Junkers F.M. Stammwerke Dessau, werke nr. 

M.M.W.211/H.1/312 constructed by Mittledeutsche Motorenwerke Tencha, 
bei Leipzig. Port engine was similar but werke nr. was M.Z.M. H./1./563. 
Constructed by Zweigwerk Magdeburg.
Armament: usual ring mounted nose gun, one free 20 mm cannon firing 
forward from the ventral position and one free MG15 firing to the rear from 
this position. One beam gun on the starboard side and one fixed MG17 in the 
tail. A Revi 12.C reflector gunsight was fitted for the pilot.
Four 250 kg bombs had been stowed internally in the vertical carriers and 
a 500 kg bomb externally but were dropped unsuccessfully on the ships  
being attacked.
ID: 53544, AW: white, Lechfield, 27/10/40 & 14 November 1941, FP: L 
34987.
Ff: Ltn Adolf Glier EK II.
Bo: Gefr Wilhelm Göller EK II. (Luftwaffe records show Völler).
Bf: Gefr Karl Krumm EK II.
Bm: Gefr Richard Sobaneck EK II. (Luftwaffe records show Sobane).

  23 November 1941 Ju88A-4 Wn.4316            4D+GS 8/KG30

Porsham Farm, Tamerton Foliot, near Plymouth, Devon. 20.43 hrs. 

Started from Melun-Villaroche at 18.00 hrs with twenty other aircraft of III/KG30 to lay mines in the 
Bristol Channel off Cardiff. This aircraft was on its homeward flight when it was attacked by a night 
fighter at 7,300 ft which set the starboard engine alight, the fire spreading rapidly and the crew baled 
out. The aircraft disintegrated on crashing, spreading burning wreckage over a wide area.
Markings: GS in black was found on a red band round one of the oleo legs.
Engines: Jumo 211.
Armament: one MG81 in the dorsal position and the remains of a 20 mm cannon recovered. The aircraft 
had been carrying one 1,000 kg and one 500 kg mine which were dropped prior to the crash.
ID: 53577 & 57303, AW: green, F.P.N.32592, 1 April 1941, green, Regensburg-Obertraubling, 10/3/40 
& green, L 7/I, 26 August 1941, FP: L 11769 Paris.
Ff: Fw Paul Klempin.
Bo: Uffz Willi Nolte wounded.
Bf: Gefr Johann Schweiders wounded.
Bs: Gefr Helmuth Quehl.

The crew expressed their surprise at being attacked by 
a night fighter as they had no idea that one was in the 
area and the pilot had just completed a routine evasive 
manoeuvre when attacked. The Beaufighter was not 
seen until the engine caught fire, the bordmekaniker 
in the dorsal position managing to return fire from the 
twin MG81s. After the attack the Beaufighter pulled in 
front of the aircraft but the observer was unable to use 
the 20 mm cannon as it jammed. 

The crew’s morale was deemed to be high and they 
were very security conscious and with the exception 
of the observer had been flying together since the 
summer of 1940 when they were formed into a crew 
at the Grosskampffliegerschule at Thorn. From there 
they moved in October to Erganzungs KGr2 and on 
11th November 1940 to Erg KGr4 at Greifswald. They 
were posted together to 7/KG30 at the end of March 
1941 and proceeded straight to Sicily. Three members 
of the crew were transferred on 1st August 1941 to the 
8th Staffel and it was then that they were joined by 
their observer.

The Luftwaffe Quartermaster General’s daily returns record the aircraft Wn. as 1030.

MAP ID 29  (page 1020) MAP ID 30  (page 1020)

Left and below:  The 
remains of Ju88 4D+GS 
at Porsham Farm near 
Plymouth.

Below: Richard Sobaneck, 
Adolf Glier, Karl Krumm 
and Wilhelm Göller who 
survived the forced 
landing in their He111 
F8+ES near Helston in 
Cornwall.

Below: A member of the RAF recovery team is 
fortified with a cuppa whilst working on Adolf 
Glier’s Heinkel at Gwavas Farm. One imagines that 
the sandwich tasted a bit oily judging by the state 
of his right hand!
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Three of the crew had joined the German Air Force at the outbreak of war, while the gunner had joined 
in July 1940; they all came together at the Grosskampffliegerschule 4, Thorn in January 1941. Towards 
the end of their stay at Thorn, the wireless operator made a number of flights to Smolensk in a Ju52 
which was carrying in aircraft spares and bringing out wounded. As it was deemed that these flights did 
not present any danger they did not count as War Flights. In August 1941, the crew, along with seven 
other crews were posted to 12/KG40 at Lechfeld which together with the remainder of the Ergänzungs 
Gruppe had just moved there from Lüneburg. After two months of training they were posted to 8/KG40 
at Rennes on 8th October 1941 and were brought down on their eighth War Flight.

Below: The tea lady demonstrates her magic teapot routine for the rest of the recovery crew, note 
9 mugs of tea!

Interesting details to note on the He111 are the draught insulation under the upper gun position 
canopy; the rear view mirror for sighting the MG17 fixed in the tail and the emergency windscreen 
in the raised position.   The pilot could raise his seat and control column so that his head would 
protrude through the hole covered by the sliding hatch above his head.  This was used in certain 
light conditions when internal reflections in the glass nose made landing very difficult.
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ID: 73045, AW: -, FP: L 26799 Paris.
Ff: Uffz Erwin Herns.
Bo: Ogefr Ernst Kurz wounded.
BfF: Gefr Heinrich Klein.
Bs: Ogefr Friedrich Krautter. (Luftwaffe records show Fritz Krantler).

The total distance of the last flight was calculated as 1,477 km. The crew had not expected to be taking 
part in operations on this day as their regular aircraft M2+KK had not been fuelled, but after some delay 
they were allotted M2+MK. On a map a red circle had been drawn 300 km in diameter and centred on 
the Scilly Isles, representing a British fighter area to be avoided in daylight, but this almost doubled 
the distance to the target area. The observer pinpointed his position on the outward flight by Tusker 
Rock, although there was a strong southerly wind blowing and flying at 3,500 ft visibility was poor 
with occasional rain squalls. At 18.00 hrs the pilot turned east and ten minutes later south. When what 
was thought to be the south-eastern limit of the patrol area had been reached, the crew decided to patrol 
further and did not leave the area until 18.50 hrs and as no shipping had been seen it was decided to 
attack the alternative target of Falmouth. According to the observer’s calculations there was sufficient 
fuel to allow for twenty minutes over the Falmouth area and still have an hour in reserve. At the 
calculated time of 19.20 hrs a coast-line was crossed which the crew thought must be North Devon, but 
in fact was North Wales and they turned on a course which they thought was to Falmouth. The aircraft 
was then coned by searchlights and the pilot took avoiding action to break free and then dropped the 
bomb load on the estimated position of the searchlight battery; British sources recorded that the bombs 
fell in fields three miles south of Milford Haven. After releasing the bombs a course was calculated 
for Morlaix, so when the crew passed over the North Devon Coast they assumed they had just made 
landfall over Brittany and on reaching the South Coast near Plymouth they assumed they were over 
the Bay of Biscay. At this point the wireless operator requested a series of qda’s from Morlaix which 
came through as in the region of 180° to their present course and as the D/F set was unserviceable, it 
was assumed that the qda’s may have come from England. Turning north again, and as fuel was running 
low, when an aerodrome was spotted they decided to land. It was not until they had landed and revved 
up the engines to taxi away did they realise they were in England. The observer maintained that due to 
the general disorganisation in the Gruppe the aircraft had been given 200 litres of fuel less.

This crew were on their third War Flight when captured, although they had joined the German Air Force 
at the outbreak of war. They initially came together at the Grosskampffliegerschule 4 at Thorn and in 
August 1941 they were posted, along with eighteen other crews to the Ausbildungs Staffel Fliegerführer 
Atlantik at Ansbach. They were then, on 17th August 1941 posted to 2/106 which were then retraining 
on the Ju88 at the same aerodrome. On 29th October 1941 the Gruppe moved to Morlaix.

  25 November 1941 Ju88A-4 Wn.1420            4D+DT 9/KG30

Last heard of 20 miles south of Portland, Dorset. Ff: Lt Georg Klemm, Bo: Ogefr Max Hart, Bf: Ogefr 
Leonhard Heinzel and Bs: Gefr Ernst Krüger all lost without trace.

  26 November 1941 Ju88A-5 Wn.6073           M2+MK 2/KGr106

Chivenor aerodrome, Devon. 21.21 hrs. 

Started from Morlaix at 16.00 hrs with two other aircraft to attack shipping which had been reported in 
the Irish Sea. This aircraft flew up the Irish Sea at 7,000 ft and in spite of a prolonged search no shipping 
was sighted. As fuel was getting low the pilot turned for home but had miscalculated the wind strength. 
The crew mistook Cardigan for North Devon and Pembroke for Plymouth at which point the bombs 
were jettisoned. The aircraft continued south and as the crew passed over Plymouth they presumed 
they were over the Bay of Biscay and once again turned north. At 21.15 hrs they came across Chivenor 
aerodrome and fired a series of Very signals at which point the aerodrome turned on the runway lights 
and the pilot made a wheels down landing on the runway. The crew got out, but on realising their 
mistake got back into the aircraft and tried to take off. Ground defences opened up with a Tommy Gun 
on the cockpit, wounding the observer, and the crew surrendered. The aircraft was intact apart from 
slight damage to the tail unit which was caused when the bomb-racks were jettisoned.
Markings: second M in red. The airframe was manufactured by N.Deutsche Dornier Werke Licence 
Junkers on 4/8/40.
Engines: Jumo 211. Starboard marked PMB/457, port marked 53008. VDM metal propellers fitted.
Armament: four MG15 carried in the usual positions. Twenty-one ammunition drums also carried. Four 
external bomb carriers had been fitted, but three had been jettisoned. Two 500 kg bombs and two 250 
kg bombs carried. A Revi gun sight was fitted but no bomb sight.

Left: Ju88 M2+MK shortly 
after it was captured.  
Note the early type RAF 
roundels and fin-flash.

Below left:  Slightly later 
and the roundels have 
been modified to the late-
war style and the fin-flash 
has been moved.  The 
Luftwaffe codes letters 
are still visible however.

MAP ID 31  (page 1020)

Above and below:  Later 
still and the aircraft was 
completed repainted in 
an RAF dark earth/dark 
green camouflage scheme 
with yellow undersides 
and a black serial number.
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More views of M2+MK during its RAF career 
with 1426 Flight which ended with a ground 
loop at RAF Thorney Island on 19 May 1944.
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  7 December 1941 Ju88A-4 Wn.3606          M2+FK 2/106

At sea Bristol Channel.

Bo: Oblt Günther Dollmann  +. NKG.
Ff: Uffz Martin Richter  +. NKG.
Bf: Uffz Gustav Sieger +. NKG.
Bs: Ogefr Siegfried Princke EKII +. NKG. (Recorded as Primke in Luftwaffe records).
The body of Ogefr Princke washed ashore at Cleave Strang, near Bude, Cornwall on 24 December 
1941. The unit was deduced by Air Intelligence from the ID disc number.

  9 December 1941 Ju88D-1  Wn.1465            F6+CL 3(F)122

At sea 10 miles off Seaham, Co. Durham, during a raid on Newcastle at 10.50 hrs. Bo: Lt Fritz Böhme, 
Ff: Ofw Ludwig Volk, Bf: Ofw Fritz Schackert and Bm: Fw Walter Lentfert all lost without trace.

  12 December 1941 Ju88A-4 Wn.1518             M2+DL 3/106

Failed to return from the Bristol Channel. Ff: Fw Günther Balz, Bo: Oblt Hermann Mitscherlich,  
Bf: Ogefr Erhard Pröhl and Bs: Ogefr Fritz Knauft all lost without trace.

  16 December 1941 He111H-6  Wn.4173            F8+DT 9/KG40

Failed to return from the East Coast of England. Ff: Uffz Albert Schmid, Bo: Lt Hans Kralemann,  
Bf: Ogefr Heinz Bettermann and  Bs: Ogefr Helmut Cihasek all lost without trace.

  16 December 1941 He111H-6  Wn.4078            F8+KT 9/KG40

Failed to return from the East Coast of England. Ff: Uffz Franz Pfeffer, Bo: Ogefr Heinz Winkelmann, 
Bf: Ogefr Karl Köhler and Bs: Ogefr Kurt Holze all lost without trace.

  17 December 1941 Ju88D-1  Wn.1495              F6+IL 3(F)/122

At sea 20 miles south of Harwich. During the second sortie of the day, while shadowing a north-bound 
convoy, the aircraft was attacked and shot down by four Spitfires. Four crew were seen to bale out, 
but one parachute failed. Bo: Fw Albert Grewe, Bf: Uffz Otto Muske and Bm: Ofw Bernhard Briest.  
Ff: Uffz Bruno Beuck – washed ashore at Bourson, Somme, France.

  18 December 1941 Ju88D-2 Wn.0793              T5+NO Wekusta 1

At sea off Unst, Shetlands. Whilst on operations to the Shetland Islands sent a last radio message, 
‘Landing on Sea’. Ff: Lt Rudolf Meinke, Bo: Reg Rat a.Kr. Hermann Adam, Bf: Ofw Theodor Kruppa 
and Bs: Fw Karl Schulz all lost without trace.

  21 December 1941 Ju88A-4 Wn.1442              S4+DL 3/506

At sea - off Winterton, north of Yarmouth, Norfolk. 18.30 hrs.

Aircraft engaged on a mine-laying operation. Machine gun fire was heard and shortly after this aircraft 
was heard flying out to sea with an engine failing and soon after it crashed. Five hours later a body was 
washed ashore. Papers found on the airman included a Dutch ration book and money.
ID: 73040/61, AW: -, FP: L 25377.
Ff: Obltn Wilhelm Gospodarek 73040/61, Silver War Flights Clasp +. CC 5/34.
Bo: Ltn zur See Heinrich Deters +. NKG.
Bf: Uffz Heinz Holzapfel +. NKG.
Bm: Uffz Volkmar Eschke +. NKG.

This man joined the German Air Force in 1934 and had always been attached to Sea Reconnaissance 
Units. He joined Gruppe 506 in September 1940 and had at times flown with all the crew of S4+BL 
(16th September 1941). On 24th January 1941 an He115 piloted by this airman sighted two cruisers 
which were escorting two Norwegian ships 100 km. from Stavanger. They remained in contact with 
the ships for several hours during which time they were engaged by AA fire from the two cruisers and 
attacked by two Hudsons. One engine failed and they were forced to come down on the sea about forty 
miles south-west of Stavanger. The crew were rescued and the aircraft was salvaged. This airman, who 
was over thirty years old, had made over fifty War Flights.
 

  26 November 1941 Ju88A-4 Wn.3605            M2+EK 2/106

At sea - three miles east of Lands End, Cornwall.

Believed to have been attacking shipping in the Irish Sea. Body picked up by H.M. Trawler Arctic 
Explorer. A diary on the body gave details of several shipping attacks, the last being on 26th November 
1941, take off at 13.40 hrs. The crew of the aircraft that landed at Chivenor aerodrome confirmed the 
identity of the body and the rest of the crew.
ID: 73045, AW: -, FP: L 2799.
Ff: Ltn Wilhelm Hempel +. Buried at sea.
Bo: Uffz Paul Kriessler +. NKG.
Bs: Uffz Ignaz Pirschl +. NKG.
Bf: Ogefr Egon Liessmann +. NKG.

The crew were known to have been flying from Morlaix in M2+KK on a shipping reconnaissance so 
it was assumed to have been their last flight. They were probably on their third War Flight when they 
failed to return.

  2 December 1941 He111H-6  Wn.4428             F8+GS 8/KG40

At sea 15 miles south of Plymouth, Devon. Believed brought down by a Beaufighter. Ff: Lt Friedrich 
Seifert, Bo: Uffz Heinz Ebel, Bf: Gefr Karl Jeksch and Bs: Gefr Karl Schimek all lost without trace.

  6 December 1941 Ju88D-2 Wn.0398            4U+CH 1(F)/123

At sea - 3,000 yards, 220°, Tregantle, five miles west of Plymouth, Devon 11:50 hrs.

Ff: Uffz Alois Mögele +. NKG.
Bo: Ofw Kurt Raasch EKII, Bronze War Flights Clasp 69004/44 +.CC 7/116.
Bf: Uffz Johann Adam +. NKG.
Bm: Uffz Johann Zettel +. NKG.

This aircraft came in over Plymouth and was intercepted at 1,500 ft off Rame Head by two Spitfires and 
crashed into the sea. Two parachutes were seen to leave the aircraft before it crashed. One body was 
washed up by the incoming tide.
The airman was known to Air Intelligence as belonging to 1(F)/123 and on 28th May 1941 the 
‘Müncher Neueste Nachrichten’ announced that the observer, Leutnant Vollert, Feldwebel Schwager 
and Unteroffizier Hagelmeier had distinguished themselves in reconnaissance flights over England. 
Feldwebel Schwager and Unteroffizier Hagelmeier were reported missing by the Red Cross on 24th 
July 1941. The only paperwork found on the body was a bill from Paris dated 24th November 1941.

Above:  The crew of Ju88 4U+CH who were lost when their aircraft crashed at sea west of Plymouth on 6 Dec 1941.  Only 
Kurt Raasch’s body was found, the others were lost to the sea.

Left to right:  Uffz Alois Mögele, Ofw Kurt Raasch,  Uffz Johann Adam and Uffz Johann Zettel.

MAP ID 32  (page 1020)
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MAP ID 34  (page 1020)

MAP ID 35  (page 1020)
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  26 December 1941 Ju88A-5 Wn.0771          DE+DS Wekusta 2

Mastergeehy, Waterville, Co Kerry, Eire. 13.30 hrs.

Under control of Brest carried out a Zenit flight west of Ireland. At 13.21 hrs the aircraft was heard 
making a distress signal, ‘Emergency. Landing in sea due to damage’ and at 13.26 hrs sent an SOS. The 
aircraft landed in Eire intact, but was impossible to salvage as it was four miles from the nearest road, 
so was set on fire by the Irish Army.
Ff: Uffz Bruno Hullmann.
Bo: W D Insp Arthur Klanke.
Bf: Uffz Werner Kipp.
Bm: Uffz Rudolph Beckmann.

All interned in Eire.

  26 December 1941 He111H-6  Wn.4186           F8+ET 9/KG40

While on a bombing operation to Newcastle, aircraft reported that it had been damaged in the right 
motor. Nothing further heard. Ff: Fw Walter Ullrich, Bo: Uffz Oskar Hannig, Bm: Uffz Paul Kühnen 
and Bs: Gefr Hans Holstein all lost without trace.

  29 December 1941     Ju88D-1 Wn. 1341           S4+LH 1/KGr506

Failed to return from an operation to Newcastle. Ff: Fw Walter Thorn, Bo: Lt z S Heinrich Flick,  
Bf: Uffz Rudolf Hermann and Bs: Uffz Axel Reckweg all lost without trace.

Above and left: The wreck 
of DE+DS that came down 
in County Kerry, Eire on 
Boxing Day 1941.  The 
aircraft was so far from 
any decent road that it 
was decided to burn it 
on site rather than try to 
recover it!

1 JANUARY
-

30 APRIL 
1942
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